Almost all good answers. However it was cleat that several students misuse or misunderstand the word “propagation”. Others were unaware of the relationship between Inter Signal Interference and the delay spread of arriving signals.

Much weaker answers with a cluster of 1st class and a cluster of much weaker answers.

It was clear that not everybody has read the required bits of the book or thought about what happens in networks that use mobile devices. The question also looked at carry across from the 2nd year course querying TCP/UDP knowledge applied to wireless.

The first parts of this question were deliberately easy though a few answers did not exploit this effectively. The other parts were more problem solving and again most answers were good but a few were very weak.

Overall course attendance was needed. About 2/3rd of students were visible throughout but the other 1/3rd were never seen. I suspect these are the people who did not perform so well as there is a clear split.